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Consider the Cauchy problem for the PoissonVlasov system, 
f, + u . V,f+ E&x, 1) . v, f = 0 
pr(x, t) = 
.I 
f(X, v, t) nu (PV) 
with data 
where x E R3 and v E R’. This system models a continuous charge dis- 
tribution acting under the self-induced Coulomb repulsion without 
collisions. A similar model may be obtained for gravitational interactions 
by multiplying E, by -1. In this work the repulsive nature of the force is 
used, so we consider only the system (PV) as stated and not the 
gravitational version. Similarly we consider only one species of charge so 
that the force is repulsive in nature. 
Assume that fog Ch(R6). It is known by the work of Batt [2] and 
Wollman [S] that a smooth solution exists globally in time if the data is 
spherically symmetric, i.e., f0 depends only on 1.~1, /uI, and x. v. Horst [IX] 
later extended this result to a much larger symmetry class. On the other 
hand, Bardos and Degond [l] showed that if f0 is sufficiently small in a 
certain sense, then a smooth solution exists globally in time, and moreover, 
decays in time. Here we combine these ideas and show global existence and 
decay whenf, is sufficiently close to a fixed spherically symmetric function 
OrrO. The problem of global existence for unrestricted data remains open. 
*The author acknowledges with pleasure many helpful conversations with professor 
R. T. Glassey of Indiana IJniversity. 
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STANDING NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 
For any x E R3 and c’ E R3 we write 
r= 1x1 and u= lo/ 
and if x and u are nonzero we also write 
~=cos-l(Y-‘u-‘x~ Ll). 
Choose a nonnegative function g, E Ci(R6) such that g, depends only on 
Y’, U, and c( and there exists 6 E (0, 1) such that 
support go c {(x, 0) E R6: 0 6 a d (42) - 6, 6 d 21, 6d rj. 
Since g, is assumed to have compact support there exist ~2~ > 0 and &To > 0 
such that g&x, u j = 0 if I’ > 9& or if II > 9&,. So we define 
and note that 
support g, c Y;. 
go, 6, ATo, and 4Y0 will remain lixed throughout the entire paper. 
By the work of Batt [2] and Wollman [S], it is known that there exists 
a unique continuously differentiable solution g: R6 x [0, a) + [0, cc) with 
for all (x, uj E R6. Moreover, g depends only on r, U, CI, and t, i.e., the sym- 
metry is preserved. One consequence of this symmetry [2, p. 3561 is that 
Jqx, t) = cqr, t) FIX, (1) 
where 
cqr, t)=rp2 s ,-“, <r Pg(Y, t) dY. (2) 
Now consider a nonnegative data function f0 E Ch(W6) that is not 
necessarily symmetric. It is known [3] that a unique continuously differen- 
tiable solution f of (PV) with data j-(x, L), 0) =fO(x, tl), for which f( ‘;, t) 
has compact support, exists on some time interval [0, T). In order to make 
estimates that are independent ofjo we consider only data functions in the 
following class: 
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The following notation is used. “c’ denotes a generic constant which 
changes from line to line and may depend on g, and 6 but not onjo. For 
z = (z,,..., z,,) E 52” we write /zI = (2: c . + z:)“~ and for an m by n matrix 
M= (1~~~) we write iA41 = (Cyz I 1~~ I UZ~)‘;‘. If h: R” x [0, T) + [FE’” we 
write I\h(t)ll, for the Lp(R”) norm of the map ZE [w”t-, jh(z, t)l E R. 
Components of E, will be denoted with superscripts, components of x and 
c’ with subscripts. It follows directly from the equations (PV) that 
Is .f(x, v, t) dv d.x 
and 
J!” g(s, u, t) dv d.v 
are constant in 1. We denote 
. . 
M = !J g(x, v, t ) dv dx- 
and note that 
(4) 
for Y>O and t>O. 
DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Our first goal is to show that g decays in time and to estimatef-g. This 
will give us decay estimates forfand a lower bound on the existence time 
ofj: 
THEOREM 1. Let g, and g be given as above. There exists F~ > 0, C, > 0, 
and tli:o continuous increasing-functions, c and 0, from (0, E) to (0, ‘r,) such 
that 
lim (T(P)= +cc (5) 
p- +x 
and the folloGng holds: If ,fo E Ch(yi) is nonnegative and 
then f may be estended to a continuously differentiable solution of (PV j on 
!R6x [0, ~(l/fO-gO1) ;..!.m)). Moreouer,for 06 t <ocIlf,-g,li,:~),fsatisfjes 
the follo~~ing estimates: 
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IIf -d~)llm < S(t)llh -go/l ,cc (6) 
lIpAt) - Pg(t)ll as g a~MI -&II m (7) 
llqt) - Jqt)ll m G S(tM-&II m (8) 
IlV,q&! -v.xP,(mc G ~(~Mfcl -&II IV’.% (9) 
iiv,~,(~) -v,-q~)1I, d wfo --go11 R’l.T- (10) 
lIV,~f(~)ll, GC,(l +t)-31n3(e+t)+S(t)llfo-goIIu,l.a.(11) 
Theorem 1 may be interpreted as a stability result on bounded time 
intervals. Although the proof is restricted to a finite interval, by (5) that 
interval may be made arbitrarily large by restricting llfO -g,il W~.n. In this 
case the decay stated in (11) persists for a long time. If llV,E,(t)JI cr decays 
for a long enough time, we may apply a modification of the small data 
method of Bardos and Degond [ 11 to obtain global existence and decay. 
This is the content of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let g, and g be as above. There exists Ed > 0 such that if 
f0 E C;(Y84”,) is nonnegative aud 
Ilfo - &%lI Ii,‘. h < E2 
then f may be extended to a global continuously differentiable solution of 
(PV). Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that 
IIPAt)ll.m d a1 + t)r3 (12) 
~I-qt)li, d ccl + tj-2 (13) 
IIbr(t~ll sc d c( 1 + ti-3 ( 14) 
IlV.&(t)ll, <C(l +t)-“5”6 (15) 
for all t 2 0. 
Note that Theorem 2 states existence and decay of f but states no 
estimate off--g. Thus we have no global stability result. 
THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
Define Xj(s, t, X, v) and Y$(s, t, X, u) by 
X,(t, t,x, v)=x 
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Also define Tg and 3’; in a similar fashion. Note that by (PV) 
It follows that f remains nonnegative and that 
llf~t)ll, = llfoll7c *
Recall that r, u, and 01 are functions of (x, 0). Now consider the com- 
position r = I-(?,., $5.) = IXJ: 
so 
i=ucosir if r #O. 116) 
Similarly 
zi=6(r,s)cosa+u-“~~.(~Ef-E,)(~~,s) (171 
if r # 0 and u # 0. Also by computing the s derivative of YU cos a = Z?+. Yi- 
we deduce 
f( cosff)=r -‘u-‘[(u2 + rb(r, s)) sir? a 
+(.qf-rcos”u -‘q~(~,-E,)(qd] iW 
if p#O and u#O. 
LEMMA I. Tfiere exists c0 > 0 such that if.fo E B ad 
llEf(t)--E,(t)ll,S&0(1$.t)-2 
s OP O<t<T then support ft. ,-, t) c {(x, u): 0 < cx ,< (?r/Z) - is, 
6+Ill,tdr~~~-t~~t,~6du6~1)forO6t<T,wherew,=~6sin(~~)and 
St =%()+ (lw+ 1) w;W’. 
Proof. Note that support .f( ’ ,-, t) c ((.qt, 0, x: ?I), qt, 0, x, u)): 
(X,U)E!5q f smce remains constant on characteristics. We write 
r(s) = IFf-(;-(s, 0, s, o)/ 
for a fixed (x, u j E ;y7, and similarly For u and CI. 
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Choose Q, E (0, $3) such that 
and assume that 
lI~fw-q~)ll x G&0(1 + t)r2 
for 0 < t < T. Define 
T, = sup(t E [0, T): a(s) < (7r/2) - 46, 
r(s) s 0, 24(s) > 0 for all s E [0, t] i. 
Since cc(O) < (7c/2)- 6, r(O)3 6, and u(O)36 (i.e., since (x, u)E%) it 
follows that T, > 0. For 0 < t -=L T, we have by (17) 
AlsoforO<t<T, we have by(16) 
i = 24 cos a 3 +d cos((n/2) - $5, = $3 sin(@) 
so 
r(t) 3 r(O) + t&t sin(@) 3 6 + Ml1 t. 
Similarly using (17), (20). and (4) 
I4 d @, $1 + IlqY) - qdll cc 
<Mr~‘+Eo(1+S)-2 
dM(6+,v,s)-‘+~6(1+s)-2~(M+1)(6+~~l,s)~’ 
so 
(19) 
(20) 
2r(l)QU(0)+~i(M+1)(8+It',S)-ZdS~~~,. (21) 
0 
It follows that 
v(t) < 30 + a!, 1. (22) 
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Now by (18) 
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2 cos a) > -2u-‘I&(s) - E,(s)(l x 
3 -2(;6)-‘&0(1 t-s)-’ 
SO 
cos(a(r))~cos(a(0))-4S-‘E,j’(1+s)~~& 
0 
2 cos( (n/2) - 6) - 46 -I&“. 
By choice of a0 it follows that 
n(t)+$3 (23) 
for Odt< T,. 
If T, < T then (19), (20), and (23) would contradict the definition of T,. 
Therefore T, = T and (19) through (23) hold for 0 d t < T. Since (19) 
through (23) have been established for all (x, a) E Y8, the lemma follows. 
Comment. Note that the repulsive nature of the force has been used in 
the above proof. In the gravitational model the term “&(r, s) cos So’ could 
not be dropped from estimate (19). 
Again using the notation r(t) = l%j(t, 0, x, o)l define 
L(r) = sup(v(t) u(t) sin N(t): (x, ~1) E Y&j. 
Iffo =g, (the symmetric ase) it is known [2, p. 3571 that r(t) u(t) sin(cr(f)) 
is constant in t. Now we estimate L(t) in the case when f. is not equai 
to go. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists C > 0 such that if f. E .F and 
II-qit)--g(~)ll., G&0(1 + t)-2 
for nil t E [0, T) then 
L(t)<L(O)+Cln(l+t) 
.for all t E [0, T). 
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Proof. Using (I 6), (17 ), and ( 18) compute 
= 2r2 sin’ cl?I$. (Ef - E,) 
-2rtdcoscc(~~-rcosc(u-‘“f;)‘(E~--~) 
= 2r*u[u- l~~.-cosar-I~~].(~~---E,). 
Note that by definition of rx 
ju-I$’ f -cos t2 r-%y2 
=1-2cosar-9+.-1~~.+COS% 
= l-cos”E=sin2cx 
r2(t) u’(t) sin’(cc(t)) < L2(0) + J“ 2?(s) U(S) sin(a(s)) E~( 1+ s)-’ ds. 
0 
BY (22) 
Y(S)( 1-t s)-’ 6 c 
so 
p.‘(t) u2(r) sin’s(t) < L2(0)+ C/‘r(sj U(S) sin(ol(s))(l +s)-’ ds. 
0 
Let 
then 
Z(r)=L2(0)+C/‘r(s) u(s)sin(a(s)j(l +s)-‘ds 
0 
g<C(l+f)-‘P’(t) 2 
and 
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for 0 8 t < T. Now since 
r(t) 24(f) sin(a(tjj B Z”@(t) 
the proof is complete. 
for all rf 2 0 otctside an intemzlf of length C( t -t- f) -’ In(e -t f). 
Proqf: It follows from (161, (17), and (IS) that 
so by (41, (20), and the first corollary 
li:j ~h~r-‘+r--3L”(s)f&,(X -!-.Yp2 
<M(&)+ M!,S)-2 
t-(6,+~~,s)-3(L(0)-tCln(l+s)j’ 
-i-~~(l -+sj--2<C(l -t-s)--: (24) 
for (x, u) E .5$ and s E LO, T). 
Let ix,, L)~)E~$ and (x2, ur)~Y8 and denote s,(s)= ],?$;ts3 0, x1, til)] and 
r2(s) = jS;fs, 0, x1, Q)/ and simDarly for u,(x), uz(s), a,(s), and SLY. 
ASSUme 
r,(t) = r-z(l) (25) 
for some t E (0, T). To estimate lir(t) - r’.,(t)] we note that by (24) and (25) 
:220> Ir,(Oj - Y?(Oll 
= (.iI(t)-i2(t)) t- j~j~(f,lr)-i:,(rj)drdsj 
I 
> ~l:I~tj-iz(tj~ t -Cjr j’(l +~)-~dz ~1s 
0 3 
3 lil(t)-i2(t)l t-Cldl -t 2) 
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and hence 
/iI - i2(t)l < t-‘(Bo + C ln(1 f f)). (26) 
To estimate /u,(t) -q(t)/ note that by Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 
~u,(t)-i:i(t)~ = lz+(t)[ 11 -cosLY;(r)l 
= ui( 1 + cos a,) p1 sin’ ixi 
< uj(f,:%,~“L2(t)) 
for i= 1 or 2. Now by (26 j 
b,(tj - u2(tjl 6 la,(t)-- tl(f)l + Ii-~(t) -i2(tjl + lqfi - U~tf)l 
d2C(1+t)~“ln’(e+t)+r-1(~0+CIn(l+t)). (27) 
On the other hand by Lemma 1 
/u,(r) - uz(t)l < 2@,, 
so from this and (27) it follows that 
~~,(t)-14~(t)l~C(l+~t)-‘In(e+t). (28) 
To finish the proof consider the mapping q +-+,f(~, qz~, t) where x E R3, 
17ER3 with IuI = 1, and t E (0, Tj. Without loss of generality assume 
that f(~, qtu, t) #O for some ylI 3 0. Let yap 30 be any number for 
which f(x, q2t’, fj #O. Choose (x,, u,) E 9& and (x?, u2) E 5$ such chat 
(“X, q*L’)= eq& 0, xi, u,f, q-et> 0, x1, cl)) and (x, ~?~a)= fS(& 0, xz, uz), 
V;(t, 0, s2, Us)). Then IsI = I?Qt, 0, .x1, v,)] = &^,(f, 0, x2, vzjl so by (28) 
and the corollary follows. 
In the next lemma the above two corollaries are used to estimate the 
measure of the support of the mapping v H~(x, D, t). 
LEMMA 2. There exists C > 0 such that tf f. E 9 and 
ll~~tt)-~,~~)llY,d&o~l+~i-2 
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llpf(f)ll, ~Woll x:(1 + t)F3 ln3(e+ ti 
IlV.,~~it)ll x d W,f~f)ll,(l + f)-’ ln3(e+ t) 
Il~f(~)-~,~~)ll,. d W~+5~t~llx.t~ + tJ-3 ln3(e+f) 
-for- 0 < t < T. 
Proof: For a given SE iR3’~\(O} and TV [0, T) consider p( { u E Rj: 
j”(-u, L’, f) #O) ) where ,LL is the Lebesgue measure on R3. Define 
A=s~p{cos~~((?c/~’ ~~~~‘~.v):cE[W~‘\,:O) andf(.u,~!, t)#O) 
and for r E R3 such that ) PI= 1, define 
~~(a)=sup(rl:q3Oandf(s,~c,t)#O~ 
and 
provided each of these sets is nonempty. If .f(x, I/Z’, t) = 0 for all q 3 0 take 
W(~)=~(zl)=l, and if ,f(x,o, t)=O for ail LJEFE~ take A=O. By 
Corollary 2 
for all r with IL’\ = 1, so using Lemma 1 
p(support of L’H~(x, L’, r)) d 1 [““) ~2; dzr dS!. 
It.1 = I . W(L’) 
d iA C( 1+ t)- ’ ln(e + r) 2&-;? sin OL dot 
Jo 
dC(l+r)-‘ln(e+t)(l-cosA) 
< C( 1 + i) ~ ’ in( e + t ) sin24 
Now by Lemma 1, we have for any L’ E R3 with f(s, 11. t) # 0 
(~6)(6+1ll,t)sina~rzrsinadL(t). 
So by Corollary 1 
sin A <2SP’(6 + IV, tj-’ L(t) 
<C(l+t)-‘ln(e+t). 
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~~support of v f--+f(x, ~1, t)) G C( t + t) -3 ln3(e + f) 
for O<t<T. 
(29) 
Now by (29) and since Ilf(f)ll co = ItfoIl m 
#of(X, t) = 
f 
“f-(x, u, t) dv 
< llfoll m C( 1 + tJm3 ln3(e + t). (30) 
Similarly 
lYxP/k fjl d j lVxf(x, u, f)l cfv 
< IlV,f(tjll, C(1 +t)-31n3(e+t). (31) 
By applying (29) as stated and also to the special case f0 = g, we obtain 
~([support of u w~(.x, 0, r)] u [support of ut-+g(x, u, r)]) 
< 2C( 1 + t)-3 ln3(e + t) 
and hence 
b&G f) -&& f)l d j I.04 02 f) -gb, 4 ffl do 
< /If(t) -g(t)11 m 2C(l + tJp3 ln3(e + t). (32) 
Since the right hand sides of (30), (31), and (32) are independent of x, the 
lemma follows. 
COROLLARY. There exists C > 0 such that iffO E F and 
II~fw-qt)ll, GGJ(l+ t)-2 
for Odt<Tfhen 
llQ(f) - &(t)ll m d Cllf(t) -dt)ll A1 f V2 ln3(e + t) 
for 0 < t < T. 
ProoJ: It is known [2, Proposition 1 ] that 
ll~f(+Eg(Mx ~3t2n)2~311~r(t)--p,(t)/I~3 11~~(~)-~~(~}1~~‘3- (33) 
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Note that by Lemma 1 
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so by (33 f and Lemma 2 
which completes the proof. 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1 we must estimate some 
quantities induced by g. The following Iemma is a version of Gronwall’s 
inequaiity and wil1 be used repeatedly. To preserve continuity of the main 
argument, the proofs of Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and its corollary have been 
placed in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 3. Let t > 0 befixed. Assume A, BE C( [0, t]) and Q E C2([0, t]) 
with A and B nonnegative and 
@WI GACy) + ~(~)I~~~~1 
for all sE [0, t]. Then 
and 
for all SE [0, 11, where 
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Also if 
for all s 6 CO, t] then 
and 
B(s)<D,(l +s)-5J 
I Q(s)1 G 4s) eq@D,) 
LEMMA 4. There exists C > 0 such that 
and 
lIV,E,(t)ll, G C(l+ t)-3 ln3(e+ t) 
for all t 3 0. Also V,E, is continuously differentiable. 
COROLLARY. V, g and V, g are continuously ~~fe~entiab~e in x and u and 
there exisis C > 0 such that 
for all t 3 0. 
llv,s(t)ll m G c 
llv,g(~LdC(t+ 1) 
l~v~v~g(t)~~ m d C(t+ 1)’ 
IIV,v,l gw x c w + 112 
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
For f0 E 9’ we define E: [0, T) -+ R by 
@t)=(t+ q2 IIE,-(t)-qt)ll,2y 
Note that by (33 j and since f0 E 9 
(34) 
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Thus for #fO-gOj/ x) su~cientiy small, E(O) c&g2 where E@ is as in Lemma f. 
Define 
T2 = supjt E [O, T): ~(5) GE@ for all s E CO, !] 1. (351 
then r, > 0. For 0 d f < T2 the corollary to Lemma 2 applies so 
llq~)-qmc ~Cllf(~)-g(t~ll,(~+ W21n3(e+t?. (361 
To estimate ~~f’{t)-g(tj//5_ note that 
$ [f(2q(s, I, x, v), “t+, t, N, L?), s) 
-g(?x;-(s, t, x, u), qs, t. s, o), s)] 
= - (E,(+, sj- E&2;-, ~)j.V,,g(,q-, +;, sj r3-q 
so by (34) and the Corollary to Lemma 4 
$ C/l&., $ $1 -g(q, Y’;, sjli G llEr-(s) - E&.:,(s)li x /lV,g(sj/l x 
,<(Sf l)-‘&(s) C(s+ 1) 
and hence 
llf(~)-g(~)ll,~ llfo-go/l, +Cj[;Ws+ 1I--‘d.~. (38) 
Substitution of (38) into (36) reveals that 
4fl=(t+ 1)” llE~(~)-E~(t)ll~ 
GC Il~o-gn/!r+C~re(s)(s+ I)-‘ds ln3(e+t) 
i 0 1 
for O<r< T2. For O<s,<t< T2 
E(S) ,< Cllfo -go/I x ln3(e $ t) + jS C In3je + t)(z -I- l)-” E(T) dr, 
0 
and since In(e-t- t) is constant with respect to S, we apply Gronwali’s 
inequality and obtain 
~(~)~Clif~-g~l/~ln~(e+tjexp ~Cln3(~+t)(~+lj-~d~ 
( 0 ! 
= C/If0 -go]/ 13 ln’(e + t) exp(Cln3(e + t) in(e + s)). 
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Therefore 
for 0 < t < T, where 
E,(t) =C ln3(e + t) exp(C ln”(e + tjj. (40) 
Note that tl is strictly increasing so <,’ is defined on [t,(O), x). Hence 
41(two-goll Cc G Eo 
for 
and 
~~~~~,‘~~Ollfo-~OIIco’~. 
It follows by the definition of T, that 
?>min{T, ~;l(~ollfO-goll~l)}. 
It is known that [3, Theorem 4.41 the solutionf may be continued as long 
as Ibr(.t)ll m remains finite. In fact, by Lemma 2, II~~(t)li, remains finite as 
long as I f Ed so we may take 
T> ?Mfo-goll ,‘I 
and get 
rY~‘(~ollfo-gollsI1~~ TT< T (41 i 
provided llfo-soll,~~o~51~~~~~~‘. 
We may now obtain (6), (7), and (8). For (6) note that by (38), (39), 
and (40 j 
IIf -dt)ll ix’ llfb-gall, +‘S’~,(~)llfb-golI, (l~~j-‘ds 
0 
f C We + tj Sl(t)ll.h -sol1 4 (42) 
for 0 <t d <;‘(~~llf~-g~ll ;I). To obtain (7), apply Lemma 2 and (42) to 
get 
Ilpftt) -p,!t)ll m G W(t) -g(t)ll m (1 + d ~m3 in (e + t) 
d C(1 + tje3 ln4(e + t) tl(t)llh -g0il m (43) 
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for 0 d t B 5;’ (e,l& -g,/( ;‘). Also by the corollary to Lemma 2 and 
by i42) 
ll~fi~)-~gi~)ll, GCllfit)-g(t)ll, (1 +tjV21n3ie+r) 
dC(1+t)~“ln4(e+t)5,r~~llfo-goil,. (44) 
It still remains to establish (9), (lo), and (II). This involves a loop of 
estimates similar to the proof of (42), (43), and (44). By (37) we have 
so for i= 1, 2, 3 
To estimate V,f - V,g define for t E [0, T) 
P(t) = sup 
Now 
IV.Uo(~,~ q -got% 3qi I i x=0 
= Kf0 - v, go) 2 + (VJO - v,. go) 2 
i ! s=o 
G llh -go/l IV’..& p(t) 
505.69;1-9 
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and by (45) and the corollary to Lemma 4 
IVJIX~ 4 t) -V,g( x7 t’, t)l s llfo-gall )+.a P(t) 
+9 1 -f CIlv,Ef(s)-V,E,(s)l(, P(f) C(s+ 1) 
+2ll&~j-E&jJI, P(t) C(S+ lj’] ds. 
Also, by (44) 
+ c jr II IlV&(d - bq~~!l m P(tHs + 1) 
0 
+(1+~)~‘In4(e+~)~~(~)~lfo-goIImP(~)(~+1j2]d~ 
< C(1 f I) ln4(e + tj %1(t) P(t)lifo-goI1 ~1.~ 
+ Cp(tJ jr b-t l)llV,~,(s)-V.~,(s)II, a’s (46) 
0 
for 0 6 I 6 ~;‘(~~ll& -go11 ,;.I). Also, by hmna 1 
IV.,Pfb, t)--V,P,(x, l)l GJ iv.Jk 07 t)-V.rgk 03 f)l &I 
SO by (46 j
6 (47cn!3) “qlv,f(t) -V.rS(f)l~ cc 
IIV,Pf(d -V.&(N30 
G C( 1 + t) ln4(e + t) Cl(t) P(r)llJb -g0ll w~.71 
+ cW)j;(~+ ~)ilV,~,~~)-V,~,(~)ll, ds (47) 
for O~~Idir;‘(~~llfb-~~ll,~‘). 
To estimate P(t) note that 
and 
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So by Lemma 3 
129 
and 
’ exp Cl + ~1 Il~,~,(~)ll cc dr 
> 
for 0 d s d t < 7’. Therefore 
In order to estimate V,E, we apply Proposition 2 of [Z] which states 
+ 164Y~~,Wll, +4R~‘ll~,~Wll~ 
foraili,kE(1,2,3)andR,dwithO<d~R.Takingd=R=lweconclude 
that 
Il~.J,(tH zc G WPfWlll + lIPf(f)ll r + llv.xPf-!mJ 
In the same manner 
G cmr(t) -~,(t)ll I + lbjid - P,(t)11 x + lib/-0) -b,W x ). (49) 
By (43) and Lemma 1 
IlPf(t) - P,(t)11 I G s lIpf(O - P,(t)ll cc d-x Ix1 <~Ro+~til’lr 
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for OdtfgI1(Egl/fO-gO)Ixl). Using this and (43) again we obtain 
from (49) 
d C We + t> 5 I(t>llfo -goIt m + CitV,p,tt) --V.d,(t)ll m (50) 
for 0 d t ,< l; ‘(~~((f~ - goi/ ;I). Also by Lemma 4 and (50) 
((V,E/(t)(l,,~C(1+t)-31n3(e+rj 
+CIn”(c+tjr,(t)lifo-ggoII, +cllv,qf(t)-V,P,(tjll,~ 
(51) 
for O~t~~,“;‘~~oil~~-goll~J). 
Define 
T,=sup(= co, S,‘~~ollfn-~oll,‘~1: 
IlV,P,b) - b&II ,-<I forallsE[O,IJ). 
Note that for ((ji-gO(j M.‘~.m sufticiently small 
IiV,Pf(O) - V,P,(O)ll x < 1 
and hence Tj > 0. Now for 0 < t d T,, we have by (51) and since f, E F 
ilv,rEf(f)il, <Ccl + 1)-31n3(e+ t1-t CIn”(tl+ t) ~,(t)ljfo-goil, + C 
<Cln’(e+t)c,(t). (52) 
Also, by (48) 
P(tj<$ 1+ jcCln’(e+~)~i(T)h 
( 0 > 
. exp 
(J 
*rC(1tr)ln4(e+~)<,(~)dZ 
0 > 
<F(t) (53) 
where 
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Now for 0 d s e t < T, we have by (47) and (50) 
llYPf(4 -V.xP,bL 
~C(l+r)21n”(e+t)5,(t)P(t)!lfo-go~jC14.z 
+ wtj(t+ 1) ji IlV,~f(~)-Vy;Pgi~j!12 k 
so by Gronwall’s inequality 
ilV,pfW -V,~,(s)ll x: 
<C(l + t)‘ln”(e+ t) c,(t) P(t)ll.fo-goll IVl.r exp iS CP(t)(t+ lids \ 
-0 / 
Hence by (53 ) 
IiV.,p~(tj-V,p,(t)ll, ~I;‘2(tjtlfo-goli~.~~.r 
for 0 d t 6 T, where 
e?(t)= C(l+ t)‘ln’(e+ t) i_Ft(t) P(t)exp(Ct(l + 1) B(t)). 
Now we use (54) to estimate T3. Assume that 
ll.fo-goll bv’.x <t3(0). 
If 
(541 
~,~~~~(5~Lf~ollfo-goll~‘~, S ‘~ll~~-~ollW~.~~) 
then by (54) 
It follows that 
llv,~,(T,)-V,p,(T,)!l x < 1. 
lIV.YPf(d -Yd,Oll x < 1 
on some interval [0, T, +E] with E>O. This contradicts the definition of 
T,, so 
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where 
d/3) = min(5;‘(hb), ET Y/O> 
for P > max{Egl{,(0), tz(0)). Note that 0 is continuous, increasing and 
lim o(p)= +co. 
8- +a, 
To estimate V,E, - V,E, apply (54) to (50) to get 
IIVJN -V.&(t)ll m 
d C ln”(e + t) kxtjllh -go11 x + C~z(tM-goll da 
d C(ln4ie + t) cTl(t) + L(t))llfo -hII wl.= (55) 
for 0 6 t < G( IIf0 -g,/l ;.kx). To estimate V.,E, use (55) and Lemma 4 to get 
IlV,~~(t)il, ,< C(l+ t)-3 ln3(e+ t)+ C(ln4(e+ t) 51(t) 
+ Cz(t))llfo-&II R’L.=. (56) 
Finally, (42-44) and (54456) all hold for fO~F and llSO-gOll WI.= 
sufficiently small, so the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. There exists an increasing function, t3, such that for ail 
f E 5 with 
llfo -&II W’.Z < 61 
we have 
IlV,f(t)ll G + lIv,f(tNlm G <3(t) 
for o~t~~(llfO-goIIw:m). 
Proof. By (53) 
P(t) <P(t) 
SO 
IV,f(-T LG t)l 
= Iv,cfo(qo, t, .G u), “qo, t, x, VI)11 
(57) 
for O~t~~~/IfO-goll~~.m). 
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To estimate V,,f note that by (11) 
~(C,fi+~)-~ln~(e+s)+~(~)E~) 2. 
I 1 
Now since 
z (t, r, x, u) = 0 
and 
we have by Lemma 3 
2 (s, r, x, Y) 
<JTtt--sfexp /‘[t+t][C,(1+r)-31n3(e+7)+r~5)~tldS 
s 
~~~~rexp(C+t(l+r)&,5(r)) 
and 
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for 0 d t d F( IIf -go11 ;,! I ). Now since 
Il.foll rv’.= GEl + llgoll Iv’.= 
the corollary follows from (57) and (58). 
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The following proposition is essentially the same as Corollary 1 of [ 11. 
We restate it here for the sake of completeness. Also a simpler proof is 
given in the Appendix. 
PROPOSITION. There exists q. > 0 (independent of fO) such that if 
ilV.,.E,(t)ll x ~tf,(l + tj-'!' (59) 
for all t E [0, T) then 
>i(t-s)’ (60) 
for 0 < s < t -C T, and the mapping 
12’ H .qs, t, s, w) 
is injective for each x E R3 and 0 d s < t c T. 
We will also use Lemma 1 of [ 11 (with 8 = +) which states that there 
exists C > 0 such that 
IILq~ll, 6 cllPfct)ll Y6 IIPf(t)l124 lIV,Pf(t)/l~‘6 
for 0 < t < T. It is known that 
llPfit)ll 1 = llfoll I 6 c 
(61) 
since f. E 8, so (61 j becomes 
llV,-q(mc d cllP.fP)llY Ilv.d,(Nz!6 
for O<t< T. 
(62) 
Recall that Theorem 1 asserts the existence of a constant Ct for 
which (11) holds. Choose T4 > 0 such that 
C,(1+t)P31n3(e+t)<+~0(1+t))“2 iW 
for all t > T4. We will restrict ~IfO-gOll FV~.m to be small enough that 
dfi-goll id.=)> i-4, (64) 
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so we may define 
and 
/If(X) = sl.lp{f(x, L’, T4): v E R3 1, 
so by the corollary to Theorem 1 
for&~5 with (64j and j/fO-gOi/ it’~ x <E,. 
Now we use (65) and (66) to estimate Ilp,+(r)lj,. and liV.,prft)ll, for 
f > T,. We assume that f. E F with llfO -g,jl w!.x < cl for which (64) and 
jlfo-gollrr7i,x s+,(j’(T~))-’ (1 + T-lj-5Tt (671 
hold. By ( 1 1 ), (63 1, and (67) 
llV,E,j T4)ll 3c d C,(l + Tq)-3 In”(e f T,) 
+ ~~T~jll~-g~ll lt-‘.X 
Now if we denote 
it foliows that T, > T,. By applying the proposition tof(x, u, 1 + Tq) we see 
that (60) holds and that 
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is injective for T4 d s < t < T5. So for T, < t < T5 
P.&C t) = j fb, u, t) du 
where 
d={~~(T,,t,x,u):u~[W~}. 
Now by (60), (65), and since ~2 c R3 
P.&G t) < s ~,f(Wt(t- Td31 -’ dz” 
<C(t-T,)-3 (68) 
for T4 < t < T5. In the same manner 
lb/k tjl = V, 
I 1 
f($(Td, t, x, t’), -$(Td, t, x, ~1, T,) du 
d 
j[1 
aiq 
V.J(Tftrf) “is, T,) ar (T,, t, x, u) 
aq 
-t- V,.f($, vJ'r, Tz,) ax- (T,, 1, x, 0) II du 
e &(x,(L, t, -x, ~1) s [I ~W,x,L’) 
+ z(T4,t,x,u) II dv. (69) 
We digress momentarily to estimate &TJ&c and d$;/ax. Note that 
2 (t, t, x, “) 1 = &, 
Z(t, t 
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and for T,ds<tcT, 
Thus by Lemma 3 
and 
< & 
’ I 
U vat1 +-tip 
‘I2 G?T exp 
s > 0 
.i[l+i]lio[1+T]-5~?hj 
s 
-SC (71.) 
for T,<s<tc T,. 
Now we return to (69) and apply (70), (71), (60), and (66) to obtain 
lV,P,,(-G t)l d c j ~f(qL!, t, 4 u)) fh 
for T,-ctcT,. 
<C 
s 
k,(F)[+(t- T,,‘] -L d2” 
<C(t-T,)p3 (72) 
To estimate V,Ef we substitute (68) and (72) into (62) to obtain 
IlV,E,(t)ll, 6 C[C(t- TJ’]“” [C(t - T4)-3]3i16 
= C,( f - T4) -45,:16 (73) 
for T4 < t < T,. Choose T6 > T4 such that 
C,(t- T4)-“5~‘6<~i~o(1 + t)-SQ (741 
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for all t 3 T6. Choose s2 E (0, sr) sufficiently small that if llf0 -go11 WI, ?[i < .q 
then (64), (67) 
dllfo-goI/ ,:m.) > T,e (75) 
and 
5(T6M-goli w”.a <fvl,(l + TP2 (76) 
all hold. 
For T,<t<T, we have by(11),(63), and(76) 
IlV,-f$(f)ll, 6 C,(l + t)F3 ln3(e + 1) 
+ ~(~)llfo -goll W’.U 
~f’lo(l+t)~5~‘+~(T6jl(f0-goI/Cr,L.T 
< &)( 1 + t)-5’2. (77) 
Hence Tj > T, by definition of T,. Now for T, < t < T5 we have by (73) 
and (74) 
llV,E,-(t)ll m G CJt - T$45,“6 
< &( 1 + t) -*j2. (78) 
It follows that T5 = T. TO continue the solution note that by (68 j 
lI/y(t)ll m G c(t - TzJ p3 iw 
for T4 < t < T, = T. Now by Theorem 4.4 of [3], fmay be extended as long 
as P,. remains finite. In light of (79) it follows that fmay be extended to be 
a global solution. 
Theorem 1 implies that 
Ib,it)ll m + II~fit)ll o3 + IIV,pf(t)ll m + Ilv,~,(t)ll m G c 
for 0 < t < T4 + 1. SO (12), (14) and (15) follow from (68), (72), and (73 j, 
respectively. To prove (13) note that by a standard estimate 
[2, Proposition l] 
IIqt)ll a d Clkgt)ll :‘3 IIPf(t)ll%3 
d cllPfitNl~3~ 
so (13) follows from (12). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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APPENDIX 
The proof of Lemma 3 
We will use the following version of Gronwall’s inequality: If A, B, and 
Q are continuous on [0, r] with B nonnegative and 
&+)I <A(s) + jhM2Wi dz 
J 
for all s E [O, t], then 
Note that for any SE [0, t] 
SO 
Q(s)=Q(f,+(s-t)Q(t)+j’(~-~)~(?)d~, 
s 
for 0 < s < t. Also, using (A2) we have 
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for 0 <s < t. Finally, since 
x D,(l +r)-“‘d~=$&<D,, 
and 
.c UDo(1+~)-3’2d~=2Do, 0 
the last two assertions of the lemma follow. 
The prooj- of Lerwna 4 
By Lemma 1 
g(x, LJ, t) = 0 if Ix1 < 6 + ~5’~ t 
so by(l) and(2) 
E&x, t) = 0 if 1x1 < 6 + 111~ t. 
Also, by (1), (2), and (4) 
IE&, tjl d MIXI -* 
so 
IIE,(t)ll,~M(6+n!,t)~“dC(l+t)-‘. 
We have by ( 1) and (2) 
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Note that since ps is continuously differentiable [2, 5] and since V,ES 
vanishes on IxY/ < 6 + r.1~~ t, it follows that V,E, is continuously differen- 
tiable. Also for 1x1 3 6 + W, t 
d(6+tv,t)-2 _,_ / =,- ,Pg(-I’, t) dSJ.+4M(5 + wlt)y3. i (A4) / Y 
By Lemma 1 
i Pn(4’, t) dS,. = 0 IL.1 = 1x1 
if 1.~1 > .& + #, f, so by Lemma 2 in the special case Jb = g, 
d 4rr(.g0 + “4P1 t)’ C/l g,l/ r (1 + t) p3 ln’(e + I). 
Now it follows from (A4) that 
1~ II fj$(f) <C(1+r))‘ln3(e+t) ‘I x 
for all t > 0, which completes the proof. 
The Proof of the CorollarJ~ to Lemma 4 
Since E, is continuously differentiable, it follows by the standard con- 
tinuity with respect to data theorem [4, Theorem 2, p. 721 that ~3~ and 9; 
are continuously differentiable. For fixed X, ZP, and t we have 
d2 aq- a (E&&s)) 7--- ds- au at> 
so by Lemma 4 
(A5) 
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Now there exists C > 0 such that 
for all s > 0, so by Lemma 3 
g+ s,t,qfl) 9 1 (I 2(f, t, x, u) + z(t, t, x, u) (t-s) exp(2C) 1 I 1 1 
and 
= C(t-s) 646) 
2 (s, t, x, v) d gj (t, t, x, v) 
I I 
+ (I 2 (t, t? X,U) + ~(t,t,~,v) (t-s) Cezc / ( & I ) 
<CC+C(t-s) (A7) 
for 0 < s d f. Similarly 
a9- <C(l +s)-5:* 2 
I I ax 
SO 
2 (s, 4 x, v) d 
I (I 
z(ht,X,U) + z(t,l,x,u) (f-s) eZC=C (A8) 
1 I 1 1 
and 
+ g+ (I t, t, X, V) + s(t, t,x, v) (t-s) Ce2c=C I I I > 
for Ods< t. 
(A9) 
To estimate V, g and V, g note that 
V.rgk u> t)=ukm$L 4 x, u), ,qo, t, x, ?I))] 
(AlO) 
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where we are using the notation FK:,= ZR(09 t, x, ~1). Now by (A6) through 
(All), 
and 
IIV,g(t)ll 3c1 d lWygOllm C+ llV,,gOil x C 
=C (A12) 
llV,.g(tjll,x d lIV.ygoll-r Ct+ llV,gollx (C+CtjdC(t+ 1) iA 
for all t 3 0. 
We know that 
and 
By Lemma 4, V,E, is continuously differentiable, so by the standard con- 
tinuity with respect to data theorem [4, Theorem 2, p. 721 ~HJ~.Y and 
d?>/^,ldx are continuously differentiable in x and v. The same applies for 
aXJ& and t%‘;/av. Now it follows from (AlO) and (All) that V,g and 
V,g are continuously differentiable in x and L’. 
Using the notation xi= uiP3 if i= 4, 5, or 6 we may write 
dS_ s 
( 1 
a23fl 
Z axi a.yj axi aevi 
and 
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Now by (A6), (A8), and Lemma 4 
(A14) 
+ s P&c), 4 ds., 1 -41x1 -6 XkX/X, LI =lrl 
+ 471 FP, (xl2 c (x, s) + p&, s) 2x, 1 1x1 -.l .Y[Y,,,, (Al5) ,k 
where the symmetry of g has been used to obtain the last term. Note that 
by (1 ), (2), and Lemma 1 
if 1x1 <6+ W,S. But for 1x1 3b+ wlls we have by Lemma 2, (A12), 
and (A15) 
+ 47+xl’ IlP,C~Nl m 10/T -3 
+ 87cll~,(~)ll m 1-d -’ + 47dlV,~&ll ic 
< C(6 + w,s)-” 
+C(~+W,S)~’ [Cllgoll, (1 +~)-~ln~(e+s)l 
+47cCIIV,g(s)ll, (l+~)~~ln~(e+s) 
dC(1+s)-31n3(e+s), 
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SO 
for k, I, rn E ( 1,2, 3 ] and s > 0. Returning to (A14 j we obtain 
g$$iJ d C(t--s+ 1j’c(1+s)-3 ld(e+s) 
I - 
+C(i+s)-31n’(e+s) 2. 
II I : 
(A16) 
(At7) 
Note that 
g&f,.+ 
d i ‘J 
2, (t, t, x, v) = 0, 
‘i / 
so by Lemma 3 
< f(r-s)C(t-r+I)‘(l-t~)-5~‘d7e2c s s 
~C(t+lj~S*(t+1)(1+~)-r~2~~=C(~+1)~ (A18i 
0 
and 
+~i(~-~)C(r-~+l)2(1+tj-5:ZdrCE?C 
s 
<C(t+ 1)” (A191 
for C)<S<Z and i, jE (1, 2 ,..., 6). 
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Finally, to estimate the second order derivatives of g, differentiate (AlO) 
and (All) to obtain 
1 
where we are using the notation 
irk = Y--3(0, t, x, u) g 
if k =4,5, or 6. So by (A6) through (A9), (A18), and (A19) 
for i, Jo { 1, 2 ,..., 6). This completes the proof. 
The Proof of the Proposition 
Assume that 
Ilv,Ef(tjll,m <q(l + ty;* 
for 0 < t =C T. We will make restrictions on 4 as needed. 
Fix x, U, and t and define 
where I is the 3 by 3 identity matrix. Then for SE [0, t] 
dq(l+sj-5’2 CIR(s)l +J;j(t--$I. 
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Now since R(t) = k(t) = 0, Lemma 3 yields 
4~~ezn(t-s)S~?(11-~)~“‘dz 
0 
< 2 $ qe*“( t - S) 
for 0 d s < t < T. We will require that 
2 4’3 ye*” < 4q 
so for O<s<t< T 
I&)l G 4rl(t -s). 
Hence 
I 
i L 
det ‘2 (s, t, x, v) 
)I 
= Idet(R(s)-(t-s)i)i 
= I(t-s)‘det(i-(t-s)-” R(s))l. 
By the continuity of the determinant we have 
(‘420) 
(A21 j 
(A22) 
for v] sufficiently small. 
L,et t E (0, T), x E R3, v E R3, and V E R3 with v # 6. We will show that for 
06s<t 
Define 
qs, t, x, v) # %f(S, t, x, 5)~ 
and note that 
and 
z(s) = qs, t, x, u) - qs, t, x, 6) 
z(tj = 0, i(t)=v-6, 
(A231 
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By Lemma 3 
r 
for 0 d s < t. But by (A23) and (A24) 
(A24) 
/z(s)1 = Iz(t) + i(t)(s- t)+ If (T-S) i(T 
-s 
~Iv-~~(~-s)-~~(T--s~~~(T)~ Ils 
s 
l--~peZ.‘~iij~T(l+~)-j’?(j~ 1 (A251 0 
for 0 <S d f. For q sufficiently small the right hand side of (A25) is strictly 
positive so z(s) # 0 on [0, t) and the proof is complete. 
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